Showing just how much #WeCare

[Group 1] Hello!


[Speaker 1 and Speaker 2] So, come with us to take a look.

[Voice off screen] How are you feeling now?

[Group 3] So excited!

[Speaker 3] We care for ourselves…

[Speaker 4] …by eating healthier in the workplace.

[Speaker 5] Walking with your dogs in the morning gives you energy for the whole day.

[Speaker 6] There’s desk-ercise, running clinics and so much more.

[Speaker 7] Health is wealth. You keep your good health and everything else follows.

[Group 4] One, two, three…

[Speaker 8] We care for each other.

[Group 5] I support Pride.

[Group 6] Hi!

[Group 7, using sign language] Diversity and inclusion is part of HSBC and is vital to the future of our business.

[Speaker 9] We support gender balance, LGBT+, working parents…

[Speaker 10] …provisions for prayer rooms.

[Speaker 11] We work together but we take breaks together as well.

[Speaker 12] They even put up a KTV room for all of us so we can bond together after work.

[Group 8] We care for the community...

[Group 9] …by carpooling…

[Group 10] …cleaning the park.

[Group 11] We are digging trenches for 34km to lay down pipes to ensure water reaches 1,100 households in the local area.

[Group 12] We are HSBC volunteers.

[Speaker 13] I just donated blood for the first time.

[Speaker 14] We can use our financial knowledge to help kids learn by having fun.

[Group 13] We are spending the day today volunteering our time at ‘Feed More’.
[Speaker 15] Right now, we are currently repainting the clinic and I'm here with my daughter Nia.

[Group 14] We care and we did it!

[Group 15] We care!

[Group 16] We care!